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Articles for publication should be submitted to the Editor, Mercury, RSARS, School of Signals,
Blandford Camp, Dorset
Copyright is normally retained by the Authors.
RSARS nets operate on Tuesday and Thursday evenings around 1900 hrs BST, frequency 3720KHz
approx. depending upon the QRM. Saturday morning net operates at 1000 hrs on 7050KHz plus,
normally run by GW3ASW.
Come and join us……………………………………………………………………………………...
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If we can raise the money! We intend to start a technical library run by the HQ station manager. The
object is to collect a number of books which will be useful to a broad cross section of our members,
from the SWLs and G8s and the other SHF/VHF types, to the chap who potters about on Top Band,
covering subjects ranging from operating procedures to constructional techniques. If you know of any
good titles write in and let me know (have I left myself wide open! Tech books only Tnx). How much
will it cost? You send the cost of the postage and we send the book. How long can I keep it? Normally
the period of the loan will be one month.
Your comments on the proposed scheme for or agin will be much appreciated.
How does one define a disabled person? Normally a chap who keeps his socks up with drawing pins
would be defined as being disabled, although if he is an amateur operator he suffers no disadvantage,
from an operational point of view he is perfectly fit.
For the purposes of the RSARS Awards Scheme a disabled person is defined as follows:(a)
A PERSON WHOSE AMATEUR RADIO STATION, OR PART THEREOF, HAS TO BE
MODIFIED TO ENABLE THAT PERSON TO OPERATE THE STATION.
(b)
A PERSON WHO, BEING DISABLED, HAS HAD A MECHANICAL AID MODIFIED IN
ORDER TO ALLOW THAT PERSON TO OPERATE AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION.
A note to the Awards Manager stating a) That the application is in accordance with the above, and
b) Details of the type of modification carried out is all that is necessary. Details of your disability are
not required.
Have you a good memory for callsigns? Most amateurs start off by providing themselves with
some sort of indexing system of the stations they worked, but alas, it usually breaks down and
becomes discarded.
Last October the Society published a list of members callsigns put in order according to the members
number. Unfortunately this list published in isolation proved to be completely inadequate.
This year the numerical list has been supplemented by an alphabetical index. If you know his
callsign you can quickly establish his RSARS membership number. If you know his number you can
find his callsign. Very useful during a QSO, the two lists compliment each other to provide a cross
index.
The 'operation' of the alphabetical list is straightforward, if you are in QSO with a station say G3KPQ
and you require his membership number look under 'K' and find KPQ G3 331. Another example......
MP4TDA under 'T' find TDA
MP4
046. The space provided against each
callsign will allow you to enter the station ops. name and QSL information. Additions to the list can
be made at the bottom of each section.
I hope that you will find the information a useful addition to the 'logistic support' material you have
in the shack. The lists have been checked but the odd error is inevitable. If you spot an error please let
me know so that corrections can be published in 'Mercury'. Tnx a lot.
Congratulations to John Hodgkins G3EJF (RSARS 004) on the award of the GW2OP Trophy. John
has made a substantial contribution to the Society not only during the last year but also during the last
ten years. To round off the year he has written an article for his fan club, namely G3NUT, which will
be published in the next edition of Mercury. The subject is the direct conversion receiver.
For sometime past Sir Evan Y. Nepean, Bt. G5YN (RSARS 040) has been supplying HQ station
with information on H.F. propagation conditions. Evan would like to see this information published in
Mercury. The prediction curves for Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, are published over the page. These cover
a control point (Ionospheric reflection point) between latitude 55°N - 45° N, in control zone
Intermediate two. If you consult a map you will find that that puts the Ionospheric reflection point
directly above the U.K. This will be useful for 40 and 80 metre work.
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Notes on prediction charts
Bill
Graham, G3KPQ RSARS 331
In the operation of skywave communications there is a band of frequencies called the operating
range, suitable for use over a given distance which varies with:Time of day, season of the year, solar activity within the eleven year sunspot cycle, geographical
locations of the terminals, ionospheric absorption, atmospheric noise level at the receiver site,
transmitter power, antenna system characteristics, type of modulation, and signal to noise level
required.
The upper limit of the operating range, the MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) is determined by the
physics of the ionosphere over which we have no control.
The ionosphere not only varies according to the factors above, but also from day-to-day within the
month. Therefore the MUF will vary up and down, to ensure operation throughout the month it is
necessary to base the curve on the average frequencies according to the movement of the MUF
(normally called the MEDIAN FREQUENCIES) during the month, or period covered. This average is
termed the O.W.F. (0ptimum Working Frequencies). In general higher frequencies than this will be
workable for 20% of half the days in the month, but where the E or F1 is controlling there will be no
variation.
At those hours during which the E layer or F layer is 'controlling' the circuit, the OWF is shown as a
dotted line. No account is taken of sporadic E propagation.
All LUF (Lowest Usable Frequencies) are calculated for an antenna radiating one Kw on SSB.
Statistical evidence suggests that CW can be received in a radio noise environment which is 14
decibels worse than that required for SSB. That is another way of saying that CW operation is
possible at a frequency below the LUF given the same power output as on SSB.
That will do for starters! More detailed information will be given in next Mercury. If you don't
understand them hang them up in the shack to impress the visitors ???!!!??.............
PS The range in km is taken to be the distance between stations. For 80m I suggest you use the 0⋅5km
curve.
*****************************
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WELCOME

WELCOME

The Society extends a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the last
edition of 'MERCURY'. Please bring your lists up to date.
RSARS No.

MEMBERS NAME, CALLSIGN AND ADDRESS

836

Peter Dennis Johnson, Christs College, Finchley, N3.

837

Sydney Gilson, 1, Waterloo Villas, Bellhall, Halifax, Yorkshire

838

Howard Gresley Cunningham, G8FG, 235, Station Road, West Moors, Dorset.

839

Allan Stewart, GM4ABO, 4, Lang Street, Paisley, Renfrewshire, Scotland.

840

Alan Pressley, BRS31182, 22, Springbank Avenue, Farsley, Pudsey, Yorkshire.

841

Geoffrey Howard Tibbey, 'Heathers', Hilton, Blandford, Dorset.

842

Jeffrey Denis Philpot, ESW, School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.

843

Alan J. Gibbs, VK6PG, 12, Munyard Way, Morley 6062, Western Australia.

844

George Pearson, Lamorna, 28, Jubilee Road, Street, Somerset.

845

Len. Pearson, G3JFE, 300, Scalby Road, Scarborough, Yorkshire.

846

Donald Francis Wilson, 19, Fishers Close, Blandford, Dorset.

847

Brian Ward, 34, Weatherall Street, Nr. Broughton, Salford 7, Lancashire.

848

H. Dennis Fennah, 14, Highfield, Hawarden, Deeside, Flintshire, Wales.

849

Leonard George Boswell, G4AEJ, 170,Kestral Avenue, Yardley, Birmingham.

850

Andrew Rattray Becket, 3, School Close, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire.

851

David John Russell, A7354, 10, Hampshire Cross, Tidworth, Hants.

852

David Michael Ferigan, G3ZYV, 191, Gillingham Road, Gillingham, Kent.

853

Ambrose Francis Dowling, G3GUE, Laburnum, Clearway, Addington,
Maidstone, Kent
===============================PLEASE NOTE============================
You MAY have joined after SEPTEMBER 1st, in which case your details are not included here, as our
copy date demands that material reaches the editor in good time for publication. Your MERCURY
will include last minute copy and you may find details in the stop press. In any case, the details appear
in MERCURY in NUMERICAL order, so watch for the next edition.
73 de 3TAN
===============================PLEASE NOTE============================
CONGRATULATION TO:WOII Spike Bernard. RE RSARS 366 Ex DL5XW...……..just received his UK callsign G4AKQ.
Brian Lennon. RSARS 115……….who has acquired a new callsign G3ZUM his previous call was
G8CCE.
Paul Leach. RSARS 832. .......….. got his ticket and is now GD4AMZ.
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FROM THE MAIL BAG…………………………….

Andy Guest (721) has taken over from Sean Ryan running DA2YX at 229 Signal Squadron. New
Heathkit to the value of £600 is on order (is that a misprint Andy?), should be hearing a potent signal
from them in the not too distant future.
Julian Jablin. W9IWI. (798) Wrote in with a payment in sterling to cover his annual subscription.
"The poor old dollar is apparently in bad shape, now we know how you felt when the pound was
under attack, hence the payment in sterling" Julian is the late President of the Amateur Radio News
Service. Having served the mandatory two years he has relinquished the job to W6LPJ Archie Willis.
Sgt. G. Mac Naught. (528) Ex VP5GM, G3WOV currently holding the call-sign DA2XN has rejoined
the Sappers after nine months on the "outside" it must 'ave bin 'orrible. Anyway he is back amongst
friends! He tells me he has been 'playing' with a Delta Loop antenna which he thinks originated in the
U.S.A. He is thinking of 'writing it up' for Mercury. I know a number of people who would be
delighted to read it.
Ray Webb. MP4TDA (046) OUT THERE IN Sharjah tells me that the MP4 prefix is expected to
come to an end at the beginning of next year. In fact Ray will be the last of the RSARS members in
the area with the MP4T…………Allah will provide a new call sign in 1972 - Inshalla.
Peter Birley. G3PYN. (569) has moved QTH to Watton in Norfolk but will be at H.Q. Stanford
Training Area, West Tofts Camp, Thetford. During normal working hours will be pleased to have an
eyeball QSO with any RSARS members.
John Proudfoot. BRS31718. (658) RAIBC. During July helped to run a stand at a specia1 station
GB2FON set up in the City of Nottingham. He provided the receiver, a Star SR550. John tells me that
it did not stop him from listening to the Royal Signals net on Thursday evenings. That’s what I call
loyalty John...........I always forget to say gud nite to the SWLs.
Don Lomax. G8AHH. (829) Thinks that his first copy of 'Mercury' is "great stuff". His chief interest
is mobile operation on Two Metres using a Heathkit HW17. The rig is installed in a Vauxhall 2000 S2
current model. He gets a lot of whine from the alternator when driving. The pitch varies with the
speed. Anybody know of any special 'unkles" to "iron out the whine" (G3UAA) may be able to help.
Ed).
Amateur Radio isn't the only hobby that Doug Brabner G3CXE (821) pursues, he has not been
checking into the net because he is busy managing and coaching a senior league football team.
Those members who attended the Rally at Blandford may have seen a photograph of Harry Billard
VE8CB, EX VE3EMQ, (708). Harry enjoys building Heathkit gear, his station now consists of SB303
(Solid state Rx), SB400.....SB403 on the way, SB600, SB610, SB630, SB220, and the new Heathkit
watt meter HM102 to ensure he does not exceed the legal limit (He finds time to go on the air!). To
beat the power failure problem which sometimes plagues him up there in the North West Territories
(Inuvik) Harry has a standby Swan 270 complete with battery ready to go.........he is looking for
RSARS members.
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Bob Norcross. VK6WO (606) Was introduced to amateur radio by one Les Dicker (who is now
serving at Catterick Camp after a spell in hospital) whilst serving in Aden in 1962. He is now a
_member of the RAAF stationed in Western Australia, and will be there for a couple of years. He
hopes to do a tour in VS6, and 9V1 land. Incidentally Bob has just purchased 1000 QSL cards so it
looks as if he means to stay up-side-down for a long time. When the XYL gives him some time off he
intends to get something up in the air that resembles an antenna...... be hearing you in the winter????
Sean Ryan.
VK6JR (575) Hopes that his RTTY gear will arrive soon in VK land, Sean is one of
those people who 'clanks' his way through life at 45⋅5 bauds! Poor chap. He will be listening out for
G4RS and other RSARS RTTY Stations this coming winter. The Fone men can hear him on the VK6Crawley net, AR International, on Tuesdays and Sundays 14⋅175..... times as per prediction...SSB and
RTTY with VK6PG (another RSARS member) in control.
Gary Thomas. ZL2AZT (407) Is looking forward to the summer down there in New Zealand, and
hopes that it will be a little better tempered than last summer when a cyclone hit New Caledonia and
swung south. It struck the top of North Ireland creating havoc for camping holiday makers, and
breaking the mooring lines of several yachts in Auckland Harbour, there's worse to come - some
amateur antennas were blown down!
Jack Cooper. DA2XX (090 Ex. Gen. Secretary) Sends RSARS members greetings from DA land.
He has been doing trials on equipment designed to work over 4000 MHz (no RSARS members up
there Jack). He has been having a go on the HF bands using a Redifon rig on CW and SSB (upper side
band only). Jack complains that RSARS CW men are as elusive as the Pimpernel. If you want to work
the Fone men Jack you will have to get yourself another sideband! (Could it be that our CW men have
joined the silent majority?)
Peter Dowdall. DA2XD (590) Resides at 7 Signal Regt. with another RSARS member Kevin Straw
(811). Peter used to be a spotty faced junior op at G4RS back in the dark days. Both these gents are ex
MP4's so they have seen a bit of service. Rumours which have circulated amongst German Amateurs
that English Amateurs like their beer have now been confirmed "each club meeting seems to turn into
a beerfest".
Bill Western. G3TDW (388) Visited Blandford Camp last Easter. He thought the Museum was a
splendid show, but could not find H.Q. station. "What a bleak spot, give me Catterick Camp
anytime...XYL agrees". It's a good spot in the summer Bill, next time you visit follow the ring road
until you see the three element beam atop the sixty foot tower H.Q. station is near the bottom!
Allan Stewart. GM4ABO (839) Recently received his ticket. He has been off the air for twenty
years! He was surprised to find that lots of amateurs could read his morse (Ex W/T Op Class II). Up
to now he has made more than 200 CW contacts............Congrats Allan.
Paul J. Leach. GD4AMZ (832) Is the only RSARS station active in GD land. Paul is a 16 year old
student at the King William College. He passed the RAE in Dec 1970, and after four attempts passed
the morse test. He is trying to flog his present range of kit to get a HW12A.
S.A.G. Cook. G5XB (072) Is very active in the A1 mode both on the domestic and DX bands.
"strangely enough finds very few members using this basic means of communication. Is there still an
A1 net, or have you all succumbed to the SSB bug? Incidentally I am now using an MSK4 squeeze
keyer and find it very refreshing to be able to emit good if not impeccable code. I will be pleased to
arrange A1 skeds with any member who needs another point for the awards
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LETTERS
July
More on the sounder versus the Buzzer.
I fully agree with member H. Collins G3COL. I too was trained on the Sounder in the G.P.O. at 14
years of age and I found no difficulty in reading buzzer, spark, or musical note whatsoever. I also read
double plate sounders I find single needle telegraphs the most difficult.
Yours sincerely, C.B. Minns RSARS/179.
**************************
Dear Sir,
CCF/ACF Radio Marlborough versus Oundle School O.T.C. Page 18/19 Mercury Summer Issue.
May I confirm the dates given by G3BID in regard to the licence held by 2CH, The Science Society,
Oundle School, Oundle, Northants. I have a copy of the very first Call-book issued by Percival
Marshall and Co of London and dated 25th October 1922. Other Schools listed are as follows: 2IH
The Technical College Cardiff, 2IK County High School for boys Altrincham Cheshire, 2IY City
School of Telegraphy Birmingham, 2PI and 2PJ The Loughborough College Leicester, 2TG and 2TM
Sheffield University, 2NN was Brigadier-General Palmer of Epping, 2OY Capt. E.J. Hobbs, 4th Tank
Battalion, Wareham, 2ON Major M.C. Parker of Walthamstow London, Scott-Taggart was also an
army man during WWI and held the call 2LR. There may be others listed but in the absence of the
rank I know them not. Marlborough was not listed at this time and I have no doubt the reference to
them having a licence in the mid 30's may well be right. The little book is full of interest in that it
lists:
Concert Broadcasting Stations, (2LO irregularly 360 metres 4.30-5.30 pm G.M.T.)
Nationality Call-signs (The original Berne List?).
Wavelength Table.
Time Table (Important Radio Stations working throughout the 24 hours).
Land stations. List of the most important Radio stations excluding High Power.
List of High Power Spark Stations with programmes.
List of High Power C.W. Stations.
f=

General Aviation Wireless Telephony Stations.
List of Radio call-signs allotted to the most Important Steamships.
Name-index of Amateur Radio Calls.
Amateur Wireless Clubs of the United Kingdom with their addresses.
All for sixpence.
Yours truly
Bill Windle
RSAR 340

Current score worked 395 Confirmed 339.

**************************
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10th Annual General Meeting
New President addresses anniversary AGM
The 10th Annual General Meeting of the Society was held in the Princess Mary Hall, School of
Signals, Blandford Camp on Sunday 18 July 1971. Members present were:
Brig. A.J. Jackson.
President (Chairman)
WOI (F of S) W.F. Graham, MBE
General Secretary
Mr. G. Titchmarsh
Treasurer
WOII R. Vasper
Editor Mercury, G3VIY
Sgt. A. Grumbrill
Station Manager G3WXX
Capt. J.H. Lowe, R. Signals
MOD Secretary (Secretary)
Mr. A.C. Tabberer
Society Printer G3WRY
Mr. D.H. French
QSL Manager G3HSE
Mr. I. Currall
G3WBA
Lt. Col. (Retd) Sir Evan Y. Napean, Bt. G5YN
Mr. R. Day
Mr. G. Pearson
G3AWZ
Mr. R.L. Jenner
Mr. C.H. Hussey
Cpl. C.F.J. Harvey
G3YBT
Mr. A.W. Rix
G3RYF
Mr. W. Bigley
G2AUA
Capt. J.D. Chisholm, R. Signals
G2CX
Mr. R.H. McGill
G3WZQ
Mr. C.W. Stedman
G3XWS
Mr. S. Lowe
SWL G-13503
Mr. B. Donn
G3XSN
Mr. R. Arnold
G3AVH
Mr. G.J. Lewis
G3LAT
Mr. D.G. West
G3XVO
WOII M. Bernard
DL5XW
Mr. W.L. Hitchings
G3HWL
Mr F.Q. Cook
G3UZL
Mr. D.G. Holman
G8DEU
Mr.A.J. Button
G3YSK
Lt. I.B. Jolly, R. Signals
G8EOO
Capt. C.R. Mountjoy, R. Signals
GW3ASW
Mr. H.H. McNinch
A-701
Apologies for absence were received from the following:
Major Gen. E.S. Cole, CB, CBE
Vice President G2EC
Capt. (Retd) G. Courtenay-Price
GW2OP
CHAIRMANS OPENING ADDRESS
1.
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming members, their wives and families to the 10th
Annual General Meeting of the Society. He said it was a pleasure to be appointed President of the
Society and that he had been most impressed on his recent visit to headquarters station G4RS.
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2. The Society had had another successful year. Membership continued to rise and at the Society's
accounts were in a healthy state. During the year there had been plenty of weekend 'get togethers'.
3. For the first time the Society had been represented at the West of England mobile rally at
LONGLEAT and the 10th anniversary weekend had proved to be most successful. In addition the
Society planned to mark the 900th anniversary of RICHMOND CASTLE by the operation for one
month, by the Catterick group, of a station with the callsign GB3RCA and the issue of a special QSL
card to mark the occasion.
4. Staffing the committee and HQ Stations continued to provide difficulties and plans to set up a
permanent General Secretary were unsuccessful mainly because there were insufficient funds
available. We were indeed fortunate that WOI FoS W.F. Graham, MBE had been able to step into the
gap caused by the departure on promotion to commissioned rank of WOI J Cooper G3DPS. The
station manager Sgt Gumbrill was about to leave on posting and a new editor for 'Mercury' would
have to be found.
5.
The Chairman closed by reiterating that he was pleased to be the new President and
would do whatever was possible to further the cause of the Society.
GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT.
6.
The General Secretary said that he had taken over in January 1971 to find the Society
in good hands. G3VIY assisted by the rest of the committee had kept the Society running during the
period that it was without a General Secretary for which we were most grateful. He had continued to
edit 'MERCURY' throughout the year but due to official duties etc the time had come to 'hand over' so
we must find a new editor. Many thanks G3VIY. The Secretary suggested that a member with a flare
for this sort of activity might like to take the job on.
7.
Intentional deletion.
8.
Membership continues to rise due almost entirely to local publicity by members
themselves. The growth of Life membership, however, from a future financial point of view was
rather disturbing. He went on to thank those members of the Society who help to keep the services
going by post and on the air.
9.
The General Secretary said that he had two thoughts for the future: Firstly he would
like to see a Technical lending library established at G4RS for the use of the members and secondly
he would like to see the Society actively participate in a prestige project i.e. Moon-bounce, in addition
we may have a go at working through UHF equipment that American astronauts plan to leave on the
moon during one of the Apollo missions.
TREASURERS REPORT.
10.
The Treasurer said that he was happy to report that the society's finances were up on last year
and that we were in a relatively healthy position. A copy of the Auditors report was available for
examination by the members and a copy would be published in the Winter edition of 'MERCURY'. In
reply to a question he stated that the depreciation of property was calculated at 10%. G3RYF
proposed that these accounts be accepted. G3LAT seconded the motion which was carried.
STATION MANAGERS REPORT.
11.
The Station Manager G3WXX said that he had had a pleasant year in the post and that during
this time the Headquarters Station G4RS had moved from the wooden huts to its present site in
Medium Power Group. He would like to take this opportunity to thank Capt. J Dawe R. Signals OC
Medium Power Group for his help in moving the station. Without this help the task of moving and
setting up the station with only three members available for assistance would have been impossible.
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A great amount of new equipment had been installed and the club was very active. One problem was
lack of response to the twice weekly net. Only about six or seven members were normally on net and
he asked for ideas from the members that may improve the situation.
OTHER BUSINESS.
12.
Proposal 1: The General Secretary proposed that the number of members taking up life
membership should be limited and that a member should fulfil a qualifying period of three years as an
annual member before he could apply for life membership. After some discussion the meeting
considered it was too difficult to administer any system of limiting the number of members taking up
life membership. It was felt that in the present financial state of the Society, this matter could be
safely referred to the following year. The proposer withdrew his proposition and in its place suggested
that a member should have a qualifying period of three years as an annual member before applying for
life membership. This proposal was seconded by G3VIY and carried by 21 votes to nil.
13.
Proposal 2: G5YN proposed that a maximum grant of £50 be allocated annually to subsidise a
DX-pedition by two or more members (or associate members) of the Society. The application with a
detailed plan of the DX-pedition to be submitted either through the MOD Secretary or the General
Secretary for approval by the President. The recommendation of the Headquarters Council should
accompany the application. The proposer stated that he had ascertained previously that the financial
state of the Society was such that it could withstand this expenditure. The treasurer stated that this was
only so providing the annual grant from the Corps Finance Committee was received. The proposal
was seconded by GW3ASW and carried 21 votes to nil.
14.
Proposal 3: DL5YO's proposal read out by the General Secretary was that a series of leagues
be formed to replace the present award scheme so as to maintain the competitive spirit among
members of the Society. He proposed the introduction of four leagues, one for overseas members.
Zone fourteen to be split three ways, CW only, CW phone mixed, and phone only. QSL cards to be
abolished as confirmation of contact, as log book data, signed by two other amateurs is all that is
required. The new league positions to be published every quarter in 'MERCURY'. The President
asked the General Secretary whether he could cope with the increased amount of work involved. The
General Secretary replied that it was feasible. The Station Manager G3WXX stated that the sale of
QSL cards was a source of income to the Society and that he would be against them being abolished.
There being no seconder for this proposal the meeting went on with other business.
15.
Proposal 4: G2KK proposed that the rule requiring that a proportion of the 200 contacts
necessary for the Special Award shall be in the A1 mode is cancelled forthwith. G3XSN pointed out
that there are increasingly fewer persons outside Zone fourteen due to the run down of overseas bases,
and it was getting more difficult to obtain the necessary overseas confirmations. GW3ASW suggested
that the plaque for the Special Award remain as those four members who had achieved this should not
have their award devalued. If necessary a Special Award Certificate could be introduced. The
proposal was seconded by GW3ASW and the motion defeated by 15 votes to 2.
16.
In response to a request for any other business GW3ASW suggested that a definition of a
'disabled person' was not necessarily a 'disabled radio operator!' G5YN suggested that an operator
whose equipment had to be specially altered for him was a disabled radio operator. The General
Secretary agreed to draft a new definition in the next issue of 'MERCURY'.
17.
G3XWA asked whether the Society's equipment was adequately insured and whether the
Society had insurance against accident to civilian members using the Headquarters Station equipment.
The Treasurer stated that the Society was covered in both these respects
18.
G3XWA suggested that proposals be submitted 21 days before the Annual General Meeting
so that they could be circulated beforehand. The MOD Secretary stated that this was already in the
charter of the Society and that members should take note.
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PRESENTATION OF THE COURTENAY-PRICE CUP.
19.
The Courtenay-Price Cup is awarded annually to the member who has done most to benefit
the Society. This year the award went to G3EJF John Hodgkins. In the past year he had distributed a
large number of QSL cards and special notepaper to members acting promptly whenever requested to
do so. G3EJF had been a keen supporter of the Society for the past ten years and was General
Secretary from 1963 to 1966. The cup was presented by the President and collected on his behalf by
G3XSN.
PRESENTATION OF A SHIELD FOR THE BEST ARTICLE IN MERCURY.
20.
The MOD Secretary said that at the last Annual General Meeting it had been decided that a
plaque would be presented to the writer of the best article in 'MERCURY'. The first presentation goes
to G5YN who has contributed a substantial amount of material to 'MERCURY', not only in 1971 but
also in previous years. The present technical series on test equipment won the award. The plaque was
presented by the President.
21. There being no other business the Chairman declared the Annual General Meeting closed at 1635
hrs.
Signed Capt. J. H. Lowe,
MOD Secretary.
TREASURERS REFORT 1971
1.
I am happy to report to you that in spite of rising prices, the Postal Strike and other
difficulties the year 1970/71 has again been a successful one for our affairs. Although the Corps Grant
was considerably less last year, £50:00 against £200:00 the year before, our audited accounts show an
increase in assets over last year.
2. Cur board of Auditors were Capt. J. Dawe, BEM Royal Signals, Sgt. A. Gumbrill G3WXX and Mr.
H. Johnson G3JIL. I am sure you will endorse my thanks to them for a job well done.
3.
During the year the General Secretary and the Council took a long and hard look at
our property, writing off junk and items damaged during the move to the new Headquarters and
bringing to account attractive items of test equipment and other items. A KW2000A was received
from 14 Signal Regt. and brought on charge at £160:00. A look at the Headquarters Stations revealed
that certain items (microphones and headsets etc.) were required to render all stations capable of
independent operation. These were purchased and are now in active use.
4.
It will be noted by members that our overall profit on the Stock account is high this
year (18%). This figure is entirely due to the efforts of Jack Cooper G3DPS, Tony Tabberrer G3WRY
and Ian Scott G3SYW who negotiated some keen prices for us from our suppliers These we took
advantage of by bulk buying hence the high stock figure of £137.05.
5.
I must now strike a sour note. I note that a large number of annual members are still
in the red with their 1971 subscriptions. I must remind these members that the Society depends upon
members' subscriptions for its very existence. Will these members 'PAY UP' in fairness to the paid up
members of the Society. This must be your last warning. Any member who has not paid his
subscription by November 1st 1971 will no longer be considered a member and his number will be reallocated.
6.
Tony Tabberer G3WRY the Society printer complains quite rightly that certain
members are asking for overprinting on their QSLs over and above that on which his charges are
based giving him hours of work for nothing. It has been decided by your Council that in future he will
refer these orders back to the General Secretary so that a fair price can be negotiated with the member
concerned. Tony does a lot of hard work for the Society and we could not replace him.
7.
follows:.....

A certified true copy of the Annual Accounts and Auditors report AFN 1514
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10th ANNIVERSARY
ACTIVITY WEEKEND
From all the accounts received the 10th Anniversary Activity Weekend was a great success although
the general feeling was that a lot more members could have taken part. Out of a total of over 600
members 53 were active, of those 12 submitted logs, two of which were Short Wave Listeners.
In the Spring News Letter I indicated that a small prize would be presented to the station, or more
accurately, the owner of the station scoring the maximum number of points, one transmitting member
and one SWL. I am sure we will all admit that there is a clear distinction between a single operator
station and a multi-operator station. The multi-ops can work and monitor simultaneously on a
continuous basis and are therefore clearly in a better position than the poor chap who's XYL insists
upon being taken to do the shopping just as he is about to bag an overseas member and 10 points. It
was a gentle competition, there are no awards involved so we can be generous on this occasion and
make it three prizes:- Individual Operator 1st, Multi-operator 1st and SWL 1st. So it is going to cost us
a 'bomb' in ties and lapel badges - still it was well worth it.
Members comments.
Many wrote in to say that they liked the idea of the GB3RCS time and frequency schedule. "It gave us
an anchor, a focal point". GW3ASW Cyril complained that the clock at GB3RCS was two minutes
slow compared with his own clock. Cyril must be using WWV, we at GB3RCS were using
Regimental Time at least that is our excuse. When we rang the Guard Room and asked for the
Regimental Time, the reply was "the tiem sar is 1-23-1" that is why we were two minutes slow.
Cyril goes on to say - Bill and Colin at GB3RCS are to be congratulated upon the maintenance of
their published schedules and my thanks to Ron and Les at G3CIO and Des, John and Norman at
G3HKR for all the effort that they put in, - succinctly - a better pact, or support better given, than by
the above three clubs. Thanks a lot boys.
General Observations...from Cyril.......
TOP BAND Condx during the early hours of 20th June appeared to be good and four GMs and a
number of Europeans were worked but negative activity from RSARS members. A great pity,
particularly as the band noise was very much down.
80 METRES Very good condx pertained generally and I am sure that if prior schedules had been
made that contact could have been made across the 'pond'. I found the band, particularly after.
midnight, very quiet (for 80 that is) with a max noise level of about 3 'S' points.
40 METRES Very disappointing with ducting very evident particularly at the commencement of the
competition. QRM was much in evidence with propagation varying rapidly between domestic to
500Km I worked into 4 'W' call areas and 3 VEs after 0200hrs... but not the right ones unfortunately.
20 METRES During the period worked WAC including one KH6 on CW, so generally band was in
good heart with the usual Saturday activity, again never managed to find the right ones. On Sunday I
was standing by waiting for G3XSN to finish with DL5YO when the latter disappeared under a W2 in
contact with a VE3.
15 METRES Very short skip was evident over the period of operation. I worked GB3RCS, on one
occasion Dx was in evidence in the form of JAs and VS6 and at other times ZL and VK, but contacts
generally were very poor.
10 METRES Band appeared to be completely dead at the periods tried. Cyril goes on to say that at
times RSARS netting was not as good as it should have been but generally, operating was excellent
with contacts short and to the point...,.....looking forward to the next one.
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G3UAA Alf is also looking forward to the next activity period, but is wondering where all the
overseas members were? Most of them are RHE Alf. By the way Alf, congatulations
BRS 31182 Allan Pressley also enjoyed the weekend hunting down those RSARS stn's, but had to
go QRT at 1356 Zulu which may have cost him 1st place in the SWL list. Allan scored 53 points.
RSARS 624 William M. Begg won the SWL contest with a grand total of 58 points. Well done
William. The GB3RCS schedule gave him a reference point. He is wondering where the DAs were.
Heard plenty of DX but only bagged two RSARS members WA8TGA and 9H1BX (how did you miss
MP4TDA).
G3CIO The Catterick Camp Club Stn run by Ron Cox (G3VIS), and Les Dicker (G3VYT) claimed a
total of 59 points. Ron thought the poor turn-out was disappointing and was concerned about the lack
of CW operation - "still they enjoyed themselves and that really is what it is all about.......Is CW a
dying art???????
G3HKR The Club stn at the Boy's College at Harrogate showed us all a clean pair of heels by
working no less than 51 QSOs clocking up a magnificent 80 points. RSARS stns that 'came up' for
very short periods were sorted out from the QRM by this group and QSOed. Their band monitoring
must have been excellent. Lt Col Des Barry/RSARS 076 who led the group remarked that 51 QSOs is
not very many for over 600 members.......where were all the ZC4s....."all good fun"......give everybody
a prize; (NOT PYGMALION LIKELY Ed.) but we will give your station operators RSARS 076, Des;
130 G3DBU; 131 GFMW a prize and Capt. (ToT) Norman Webb can claim his tie when he gets his
callsign, nothing like providing a bit of incentive. Furthermore when he has reached 15 wpm C.W we
will introduce him to G3XSN, Bert, our dyed in the wool, honest-to-goodness Charlie Willy man who
has destroyed some of our members by rattling away at 35 wpm whilst smoking a cigar.....who said
CW is a dying art.
Other comments from Des; WA8TGA was very interested in the contest but only worked G3HKR and
9H1BX after calling half an hour on 14280. After a QSOs he continued to call for another 15 minutes.
The QRM on 14180 was bad……wonder what we are going to do if the US phone band is extended to
14150.
Eva PY2PE put in a 30 over 9 signal on Saturday evening (14125) but was only interested in working
VK9MK. PY2PA (RSARS 595) her OM is one of our members. Ray MP4TDA told me that W3RX
(RSARS 649) was on 21352 at 1430 on 19th June.…."I put my beam around but he signed QRT with
G3UML". VE8RCS (not one our members) sent his best wishes to all.
And that is it………….It only remains for me to say thank you for participating, and well done to the
winners on your behalf. I would also like to thank those members who sent in comments and check
lists, without their help my job would have been much more difficult. I have published G3HKR's log
for your perusal, in addition GW3ASW has submitted a diagram and information on the top band Z
match that he uses, in which some of our members have expressed an interest. When do we have the
next competition? What about February next year VKs on 20, VEs on top band.........if you are keen
we will have a go, I do hope that a few more will join in and that there will be more entries from our
Short Wave Listeners.
THE WINNERS
1st (Individual)

G3UAA/454

st

1 (Multi-op Stn)

43 Points

G3HKR/AFF11 (RSARS 076, 130, 131) 80 Points

st

1 Short Wave Listener RSARS 624
nd

2 and 3
points

rd

58 Points

place went to G3HWL/RSARS 400 with 42 points, and GW3ASW/RSARS 559 with 41

2nd Short Wave Listener went to BRS 31182/RSARS 840 with 53 points
WELL DONE ALL
GEN. SEC.
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Phase III (12 - 18 Aug)
After a 'recce' had established the lack of dry land in the Rhine Valley around Vaduz, due to heavy
rain, the party proceeded to Steg, about 6000 ft above sea-level, in a valley running parallel to the
Rhine, which is accessible only by a tunnel or an arduous drive over an 8000ft ridge. The main station
was established, and on the 13th a party of four left for a small-scale version of the patrol. Other
amateur radio stations were keen to contact this rare country, and there were a number of very
interesting contacts in spite of electrical storms. After successful operation, the party left for
Lausanne, from where it was hoped to operate back to the Radio Society of Great Britain's Exhibition
station.
Phase IV (19 - 23 Aug)
After some difficulty a site was found late on the 19th. On the 20th, when the station was set up in
daylight, it was discovered that the voltage supplied by the generator varied from 190 to 250 volts.
This was certainly unsuitable for transmission and the fault was found to be in the governor. Several
attempts to repair the fault proved fruitless. Attempts at using the local power supply proved equally
fruitless as this was mysteriously 65 cycles per second instead of he usual 50. It was consequently
decided to remain in Lausanne until the Sunday and then return home.
Phase V (23 - 25 Aug)
The remainder of the equipment was packed on Sunday, and the party proceeded to JHQ at
Rheindahlen, arriving early on Monday the 24th. After collecting the 'duty-free' the party moved to
Zeebrugge and caught the ferry to Dover, Having arrived back at the RMA early on the 25th, the kit
was unpacked and the party dispersed.
Expedition Log
Thursday 30 July
After the Sovereign's Parade, all members descended on the Radio Club and proceeded to prepare for
the departure later in the evening. The party left the RMA at 2300 hrs and arrived in DOVER at 0345
hrs on Friday.
Friday 31 July
The ferry left at 0630 hrs, and the party was clear of Zeebrugge by 1100 hrs, making for the border at
Eynatten, where customs formalities held it from 1700 to 1800 hrs. The party eventually got into
Germany and left the autobahn and proceeded to Aachen where the night was spent in a German
Army barracks.
Saturday 1 August
The gearbox oil in the Corsair was changed at a local garage, and it was decided that a REME
workshop should be approached since the trailer lights were not working properly.
The workshop at Joint HQ Rheindahlen was closed when the party arrived at 1700 hrs, so the party
booked into the transit camp.
Sunday 2 August
After a late awakening the party proceeded to the swimming pool and remained there until late
evening. After supper all went to bed early, anticipating quick repairs and an early start after the
workshop opened on Monday.
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Monday 3 August
Talbot and Maloney went to the REME workshop at 0730 hrs whilst the remainder began to vacate
our room and prepare breakfast.
The vehicle was checked and an additional fault found in the steering box, which meant a long delay.
Arrangements were made for a longer stay, and the party soon made themselves part of the furniture
in the Visitors' Mess.
Tuesday 4 August
The party split into two groups, one of which put new tyres on the Rover while the remainder carried
out a 'recce' of the local area, switching roles at lunchtime.
Wednesday 5 August
The Corsair was given a through 'wash and grease up' and the technical equipment checked.
In keeping with the local military tradition all work ceased at 1230 hrs and the party went off to the
HQ Annual Swimming Gala. In the evening the party were the guests of the very hospitable Radio
Club at the Garrison.
Thursday 6 August
News arrived that spares were now available for the steering box, which caused a drop in morale as it
was realised work would soon have to begin in earnest.
The transmitters were checked against local military sets, and the Power Supply and Antennae layouts
prepared so that no time would be lost on arrival in Switzerland.
Friday 7 August
The Land Rover and trailer were collected and packed very quickly.
Soon after leaving at 1130 hrs, a puncture was sustained in the face of a darkening sky. It was
exchanged by an RCT Squadron we had just passed on the road, and as we set off again torrential rain
soaked Maloney and Muat in the cab of the Rover.
A swift journey of 400 miles was made to Rheinfelden in Switzerland, via Cologne, Frankfurt,
Karlsruhe and Freiburg, arriving at 0300 hrs.
Saturday 8 August
After the remainder of the night had been spent under the trees in a wood near Mohlin, Durham and
Maloney went into the village to barter for a field next to the wood.
Approval was granted by an intrigued farmer, and the camp established by lunchtime.
By 1600 hrs an array of aerials was established and the usually busy local bands were found to be
obscured by an electrical storm.
At 1725 hrs, came the first contact, and after that they came in thick and fast. Interference cleared and
by 2000 hrs Scandinavia was workable, and at 2230 hrs a contact was made with Japan and later
America.
Operation continued until 0300 hrs.
Sunday 9 August
Full use was made of the activity on the Amateur Bands over the week-end but the station closed
early due to an electrical storm.
Monday 10 August
Provisions were purchased and the day was spent at a local swimming pool.
In the late afternoon, the station was one of the first to get on the air as people came out of work.
Numerous European contacts were made, although atmospheric interference prevented trans-Atlantic
contacts.
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Tuesday 11 August
The camp was hurriedly packed in heavy rain and the party proceeded to Vaduz via Zurich.
Arriving after midnight the party spent the night on the verandah of a woodsman's lodge rather than
site and establish a camp at night.
Wednesday 12 August
The party went back into Vaduz and Maloney, Talbot and Usher left on a 'recce' of the local area, but
were unable to find a suitable site, due to flooding following heaving rain.
Consequently the party went over an 8000 ft ridge and into the Samina Valley, and by 1600 hrs
operation had begun from a site 6500 ft above sea-level.
Thursday 13 August
Maloney, Durham, Talbot and Usher had a narrow escape when the Corsair's brakes failed going
down the mountain road to Vaduz. The repairs were beyond the scope of the party, and the first
garage able to effect repairs was in Switzerland. They eventually returned to the base camp at 1600
hrs after 'hitching' back.
At 1730 hrs Maloney, Grey, Talbot and Usher set out with portable equipment on foot to establish
stations on some of the surrounding peaks.
By 2300 hrs the first site had been established, and test transmissions to base were begun, using a
portable transceiver and supply, coupled to the crudest of antennae.
Soon the station was operating to outside stations and a shift system of operation was established; the
height of the site proved to outweigh any disadvantages imposed by the crude equipment.
Friday 14 August
Durham and Goldsack collected the Corsair, and crossed the Buchs-Vaduz bridge over the Rhine at
1530 hrs. At 1630 hrs it was washed away by flood water.
The patrol moved during the day to a new site near the Austrian border and began operation in heavy
rain.
Operation continued through the night once again, in spite of the whole station being among the
clouds, which caused numerous problems with the antennae.
At the same time the base station was operating on other bands, and had similar success.
Saturday 15 August
The patrol returned to base at 1100hrs after ceasing operation at 0730 hrs in order to 'dry out' after
everything had been soaked during the night in the clouds and rain.
The party reorganised all the equipment and six members went to Vaduz to help the locals celebrate
their Crown Prince's birthday. However, disaster almost struck since the site they chose to watch the
fireworks from was the place the sticks were landing. They missed being maimed by a very close
margin.
The party returned at 2330hrs to relieve the remainder and once again operation continued throughout
the night.
Sunday 16 August
At 0900hrs Maloney, Barton and G.oldsack left on another patrol to a ridge above the base. They
were joined at 1500hrs by Durham and Muat, who had been checking out their respective vehicles.
Both stations made full use of the activity on the bands, and some surprising ranges were achieved on
80 metres- Iceland and Northern Norway being easily contacted.
The patrol set up camp for the night and it alone continued operation throughout the night, due to a
faulty generator at the base camp.
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Monday 17 August
Durham and Muat returned to the base camp to effect repairs on the generator whilst the remainder of
the patrol walked along the ridge, encountering some difficulty with a scree slope which had to be
traversed carefully, not wishing to risk the set.
The planned site was not as expected - there wasn't a tree in sight for the antennae, and some
aspersions were cast on Maloney's map-reading. However, it was the right peak, although it was far
from the lush forest the map predicted it to be.
Eventually an antenna was erected on two rather short, dry poles, and operation began using the last
of the 'A 13' batteries which were used for their small size and weight.
Tuesday 18 August
After a hectic night of operation, the patrol returned to the base camp at 0900hrs after being picked up
by the Land Rover. The RV was not as expected since a track had been destroyed by a landslide and
the Rover had to be driven along the bed of a stream and across the top of a waterfall.
At the base, all enjoyed a hearty meal prepared by Barton while the kit was packed for the move. The
generator was repaired but weak governor springs still caused variations in voltage output.
The whole party left at 1400 hrs and proceeded to Vaduz for a souvenir buying spree. At 1630hrs the
party left and proceeded to Lausanne, via Chur, Andermatt and Interlaken.
Wednesday 19 August
After arriving in a suburb of Lausanne at 0330 hrs the party slept in the vehicles due to heavy rain.
Exhaustive enquiries were made from 0700hrs onwards to find a camp-site and at 1700hrs the party
moved into an official camp-site since in this Canton 'rogue camping' was forbidden.
The kit was hurriedly unpacked and the station set up, but the exhaust fell off the generator and was
irrepairable at that stage, and the batteries for the portable set were not charged.
Consequently the party proceeded to bed early to make up for the loss of sleep in the previous week.
Thursday 20 August
The generator was found to be practically useless since the silencer was repaired the variation in
voltage was too great to work the Power Supply Unit. No replacement springs could be found for the
governor, so the party's efforts were now directed to the charging of the batteries.
Attempts at charging the batteries were fruitless at first, due to the hammering they had sustained in
the mountains, and eventually at 1830hrs one was tried out in the portable kit. A fault was located in
the battery Power Supply Unit, which later proved beyond repair without an Oscilloscope and Signal
generator, which the party did not have.
The Police came to check the licence but could not understand it and sent down some soldiers who
further complicated matters and told the party not to operate at night.
Friday 21 August
The problem was solved by the Swiss Post Office, whose records showed that everything was legal,
and that they had a copy of the schedule issued before the party left UK.
The mains power supply was not suitable for the equipment so the radio equipment was packed away.
Swiss licensing conditions did not permit the use of any other transmitters so a signal was sent to the
Royal Signals Headquarters Station (G4RS) by civil means stating the party's predicament.
Saturday 22 August
The party spent the day sightseeing and buying final presents before final packing in the evening and
had an early night.
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Sunday 23 August
The party left Lausanne at 1000hrs as it had arrived - in heavy rain. At 1600hrs the party returned to
Germany at Basle and followed the outward route back to Joint HQ in Rheindahlen, arriving at
0430hrs the following morning.
Monday 24 August
POL and 'duty free' were drawn, and the party left at 1200hrs crossing back into Belgium again at
Eynatten, and finally reaching Zeebrugge at 1830hrs.
The places were reserved for the midnight ferry and a substantial meal was prepared in the car park at
the terminus before boarding at 2315hrs.
Tuesday 25 August
The party was clear of customs by 0500hrs and proceeded back to the RMA, the Land Rover
sustaining another puncture on the way.
On arrival at the RMA at 1100hrs the equipment was unpacked, cleaned, and the MT stores and
Adventure Training Store equipment returned.
By 1500hrs everything was finished and the party dispersed to various other activities for the
remainder of the leave.
CONCLUSION
All members learnt a great deal from the expedition and gained some invaluable experience.
Failures due to equipment faults were remedied as soon as possible, and were not allowed to hold up
operation too long.
The results achieved on the radio side were far better than anyone expected, especially by some old
'hands' of this type of expedition.
The party made full use of the facilities and were quick to remedy faults, and as a result achieved a
high standard of success.

T MALONEY
Officer Cadet
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EARTHING
Those of you who use vertical antennas or any antenna which requires an earthing system may find
this article helpful in providing a better earth than might normally be obtained.
Earth electrodes or counterpoise earths rely on the capacity between the electrode or electrodes and
the general mass of earth. Since it is unlikely that many of you reading this article has access to an
earth electrode test instrument the following explanation of the theory may be of guidance to the
provision of a good earth.
The instrument provides a fixed voltage of variable frequency supply to avoid false readings due to
stray earth currents.
The procedure requires a series of tests, which involve the measurement of the resistance of the soil
between a test electrode T1, and a "consumer" electrode T2. Fig.2. As the test electrode is moved
further away from T2 the results are plotted, and as can be seen in Fig.1 the resistance increases up to
a point from which it levels off and no further increase can be measured.
If this test is repeated in
several directions and markers
placed at the limit of resistance
increase it is found that when
completed, the markers show a
circular pattern. This area is known
as the resistance area of the
electrode.
If this test could be carried out
beneath the surface and plotted it would show a figure which is hemispherical. It is the capacity
between this hemisphere and the general mass of earth that provides us with our earth good or bad.
The greater the hemisphere the greater the capacity and the better earth. To achieve a large capacity,
enlarging the electrode in size or depth will not effect much improvement, so in practice it is usual to
provide another earth some distance away and then to connect the two earths in parallel. When doing
this care is taken to ensure that the resistance areas of the two electrodes do not overlap.
Providing they do not overlap and providing both electrodes are similar in size and depth, one can
expect to halve the resistance of one electrode. By doing this one has doubled the total resistance area
and doubled the capacity. In my experience the only areas in Britain where this does not apply are
rocky areas of Wales, Lake District and parts of Scotland, where due to the lack of depth of topsoil,
good earths are hard to achieve.
Alternative earth electrodes can vary from 6ft to 8ft copper rods or large plates, but by far the best
for our use are radial wires buried 12" to 18" beneath the surface. As our earths are never called upon
to carry breakdown currents in the event of an electrical earth fault, our radials can be of very light
gauge wire. The normal requirements are 16ft long from the centre electrode, - easy with a new house
and a new garden. If you're not this lucky the only alternative is a well trained mole.
G3 Big Indian Chief
ERIC LAWRENCE (402)
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